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Music lovers get
chance for bargains
The annual sale of
thousands of LP albums,
4Ss, cassettes, CDs, magazines, comic books and posters will be on sale from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday
In the first floor Jerome Library Conference Room.
Bill Schurk, sound recordings archivist, said
most of the items are priced
at SO cents, but some of the
"better stuff," will cost
slightly more. He said there
are many good bargains for
people interested in adding
to their collections. All of
the sale items are duplications or unwanted selections from the University's
vast record holdings, which
is the country's largest academic collection of recorded popular music.
Proceeds go to acquire
more materials for the archives.

University listed
among best places
to work
The University is one of
nine campuses listed in
Computerworld's third annual list of the " 100 Best
Places to Work."
The University ranks
64th. The 1,100 organizations evaluated for the 1996
rankings included Fortune
500 companies, large state
and federal government
agencies, colleges and universities, and the nation's
largest management consulting and systems integration firms.
Selection was based on a
weighted-average formula
of criteria which play a role
in creating "an environment where professionals
can thrive." Information
about the sites was gathered by asking managers
questions covering a wide
range of emloyee-related
topics, such as benefits, salary levels, employee turnover rates, training and
diversity in the workplace.

Water break causes
flood
TOLEDO - A large break
in a water main caused a
flood and forced evacuations In parts of a 1 Ob lock
area on the city's west side.
No injuries were reported
in the flooding, which began
around 5:10 p.m. Saturday,
firefighters said.
The fire division rescued
some residents by using a
rubber raft.
It took city water crews
nearly three hours to reach
the scene and turn off the
five valves that controlled
water to the damaged main.
Dave Moebius, water division manager, said it took
time to organize a water
crew on short notice. The
delay upset some residents.
Water flooded several dozen homes and almost
reached the tops of cars. It
was not known how many
people were evacuated.
Moebius said the break in
the pipe measured 8 feet by
2 feet.
"Normally the breaks are
small, like 2 or 3 Inches," he
said.
The main finally was
closed around 8 p.m. and the
water quickly began receding. Evacuated residents
were allowed to return
home.
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New foreign policy team
plans for united Europe
Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton's choice for national security adviser for his second
term outlined five general foreign policy goals Sunday, chief
among them to bring Russia into
a democratic and united Europe.
Sandy Berger, in his first
interview since his appointment
Thursday, also told ABC's "This
Week" the United States will not
have a permanent military presence in Bosnia, and U.S. troops
will not be involved directly in
tracking down suspected war
criminals there.
The first priority of the administration's new foreign policy
team, Berger said, will be "building perhaps for the first time a
democratic and united Europe
around an expanded NATO and a
partnership with Russia."

Clinton has promised to move senior member of the Senate
quickly to bring Warsaw Pact na- Foreign Relations Committee,
tions into NATO -- Hungary, Po- said Berger's goals "offer some
land and the Czech Republic are possibility for a strategic vision."
most often mentioned - and has
But Lugar, appearing later on
tried to reassure Moscow that ABC, said that at the present
NATO's expansion does not time, "there is not strategic vithreaten Russia. He announced sion and secondly there isn't
last week he will meet Russian money. And that's true whether It
President Boris Yeltsin next is diplomacy or whether It's deMarch in advance of a planned fense."
summer meeting of NATO
Berger, a longtime friend of
leaders.
Other priorities Berger identi- the president who has served as
fied are to build U.S. bridges to deputy national security adviser
east Asia; to deal with "a cluster in the first Clinton terra, said U.S.
of new security challenges" such troops will continue to help keep
as drugs, terrorism, rogue states the peace in Bosnia, but "we cant
and the environment; to recog- be there forever. Sooner or later
nize "that we are the indispensa- the parties in Bosnia are going to
ble nation which can contribute have to make their own way."
to peace where our interests and
He said American forces may
our values are engaged;" and to have a "backup role" in rounding
create American Jobs by building up suspected war criminals, but
the global economy.
"It is not the role of our troops
Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., a there to be cops."

Room, board costs increase
Trustees vote to increase students' payments by 6 percent
Jay Young
The BC News

Students will pay about 6 percent more next fall to live and
dine on campus. The Board of
Trustees voted to increase room
and board costs Friday.
Students living In Conklin,
Harshman, McDonald, Prout,
Rodgers, Kohl and Kreischer will
pay $4,150, up from $3,914. Those
living in Founders will be
charged $4,990, an increase of
$264. Of fenhauer will be charged
$4,748, an increse of $256.
Trustee Mike Marsh said the
University expects to still have

"Bowling Green is committed to offering its
students the most up-to-date computing
technology possible and we're providing it at
a relatively low cost."

Traffic officials are hoping
drivers do not let road rules slide
so you don't slide of the road this
winter.
Barbara Waddell, public information officer, said people
need to take caution because "ice
is ice."
"I dont care what kind of tires
you have. I dont care what type
of vehicle it is," Waddell said.
"Ice is still ice, and you can slide.
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the second lowest rates of Ohio's
13 public universities.
At the meeting Marsh said
about half of the new money will
help expand residence hall com-

puter resources and help pay for
the extensive remodeling that
has been done the past two years
See BOT, page four.

and you will slide."
Waddell said drivers should
make sure they have Ice
scrapers, salt, "Need Help"
signs, and safety kits.
She said the safety kit should
include a blanket, nonperishable
food and a flashlight or flares.
Waddell said drivers should
also be alert to their surroundings and adjust their speed.
"Drive for the other driver,
drive defensively," Waddell said.
"You mav be the best driver out

there, but if someone out there is
driving in a way that is a danger
for them, it also creates a hazard
for you."
Waddell said people should not
get out of their car and walk, unless they can see a phone or businesses.
"Especially at night, if you are
on the highway, dont get out of
your car," Waddell said. "Don't
walk anywhere. The safest place
is in your car."
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Fire Chief Joe Burns Inspects the lounge of the Oak Park Apartments early Friday morning. Burns said the fire started In this
area and said there Is a good chance In was intentionally set.

Fire possibly
set purposely
Jay Young
The BC News

Mike Marsh
University Trustee

Winter poses driving risks
Dawn Keller
The BC News

f

Arson is the suspected cause
of a Friday morning fire that
left residents of the Oak Park
Apartments temporarily
homeless, but uninjured.
Bowling Green firefighters
were called to the apartment
complex on the corner of
Clough and South Prospect
streets around 2 am. Police
and firefighters knocked on
doors and broke some
windows to assure all of the
mostly senior citizen residents
were out of the complex. The
complex also housed a couple
of University students.
Fire Chief Joe Burns said
the fire started in a couch in
the first floor lounge of the
building. He said residents
said they heard several individuals making a lot of noise
in the lounge area before the
fire broke out.
"There's a good chance it

was intentionally set," Burns
said.
He said the cause of the fire
is still being investigated.
When the fire started, resident Maudie Clingo said she
was sleeping.
"I just heard somebody
banging and yelling 'fire,
fire,'" she said. "I got my
purse and my coat and got
out."
Bums said most of the
rooms in the complex only
suffered smoke damage. He
said residents will not be allowed back into the complex
until damage done to doors
and the fire alarm system is
addressed.
As firefighters brought the
fire under control and inspected the building into the
early morning hours, many
residents kept warm in their
cars or across the street in the
home of Jack and Pamela
See FIRE, page three.

See WINTER, page four.

Storm hits
East Coast,
kills power

11

Roger Patterson
The Associated Press
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Jonathan Albert, 37, participates In a rodeo.
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More than half a million customers had no electricity Sunday
in New England after a fastmoving storm piled nearly 2 feet
of snow on the region.
"I'll tell you right now, I'm not
very pleased," said Mary Tyler
of West Dummerston, Vt., who
had to make her Sunday morning
coffee on a wood-burning stove.
Not everyone had the luxury of
a stove.
"It's getting cold in this
house," Kim O'Grady of Thompson, Conn., said Sunday.
"We cant flush the toilets, the
refrigerator door remains closed
... I'm dying for a cup of coffee "
said O'Grady.
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1. When will I receive my tall semester grades?
Dear Anxious in Akron.
Your grades will be mailed to your permanent address
on December 31. So, you can race your parents to the mailbox
a couple days after that.
2.1 live In Pennsylvania and my parents can't come to
pick me up for Winter break until Saturday. How can I get
home earlier?
Dear Need a Ride Clyde.
Check the Union Ride Board located across from the Little
Shop on the first floor of the Student Union. This provides an
opportunity for students to carpool and share expenses.
3.When will I receive my spring schedule?
Dear Plan Ahead Pam,
Spring schedules will be mailed to your permanent address during the Winter break.
4. Do I need to take everything home from my room
over the break?
Dear Homeward Bound.
You only need to take what you will need at home over
break. Lock your room, unplug all appliances, and don't forget
to take the goldfish!
5.1 heard that the University sponsors programs where
students can study In another state or In another country.
How can I find out more about this?
Dear Want to See the World.
Through the National Student Exchange Program, you
can attend a university in another state for a semester or an
entire academic year. The advantage of participating through
the NSE program Is that you do not pay out-of-state fees. Stop
by the Cooperative EducaUon Office In 310 Student Services for
more information. You need to turn in your application packet
by mid-February to be eligible to go on exchange next year.
The Study Abroad Program offers you the opportunity to
study In one of 15 countries. There will be weekly Study Abroad
information sessions during the spring semester through the
International Programs Office on the 11th floor of Offenhauer
West. There are scholarships available to help defray the cost.
The scholarship application deadline is January 31. For more
information contact Sally Raymont at 372-0309.
6.1 plan to graduate this semester but will have an Incomplete in one of my fall semester classes. When Is the
deadline to complete the requirements for the course and
still graduate this term?
Dear Incomplete Irene.
All incompletes. grade changes, and transfer work must
be submitted by January 24 In order to graduate this semester.
If you don't meet the deadline, you will need to reapply for graduation in spring.

Re-evaluation of those who teach
I recently had the honor
and privilege of attending a
national conference of college
teachers. It was Interesting being one of only a handful ofstudents amidst hundreds of professor-types. I learned much
about those who stand before
us and profess to know "a lot."
The conference I attended
was about college teaching, and
how it could be better.
What was most intriguing
was to see some of the best
teachers In the nation Just being themselves. They weren't
the God-like figures looming in
front of the classroom we've
been accustomed to expect and
accept. The professors became
people, and some were exceptionally friendly.
I attended several sessions, and got to watch professors In a "classroom" atmosphere (a presenter at the front
of a "class" of colleagues; "pupils" Jotting down the main
points In the lesson). Most of
the sessions dealt with improving teaching techniques, others
considered the issue of diversity in the classroom.
I thought I would share
some of the insights I gained
during the experience:
1. As much as professors
like to deny it. they have personal lives and emotion. Professors talked about their children, their fear of tackling racism in their majority-white
classrooms, their struggles as
good teachers among a majority of mediocre or poor teach-

Wood
ers at their own universities. I
recalled that most of my most
impressive professors were the
ones who did not try to keep
their humanity a secret. Quite
often life experience is precisely
the most valuable of learning
tools, and amazingly some professors avoid using it. Presumably they fear losing the respect
of their charges: they fear compromising control of the class.
The point Is to induce learning,
not to be a robot spitting out a
ticker-tape of factoids.
2. Professors are apprehensive, and at times downright scared, to face the Issue
oldiversity. (i.e.: Why isn't it OK
to ask a Black student for
"their" perspective? Can Black
men possibly be students without an athletic scholarship?
What's wrong with using "girl"
to address female students? As
a white person, what right have
I to bring up these sensitive issues for discussion in class?
Talking about "diversity" because it's the "fad" In academics takes away from true scholarship and learning. Those Issues don't belong In the classroom.) It's intimidating to be at
the front of a classroom when
such issues arise. The reality
Is that our campus is diverse:

our society Is diverse, and professors must learn respect for
all students and teach such respect In their classrooms.
3. Many professors would
much rather discuss improving
their instruction methods with
other professors, as opposed to
consulting their students. Indeed, there were shining examples of professors who rely
on the constructive criticism of
students when improving their
courses or methods. Unfortunately, professors are also party
to the "professor as God or Goddess" mentality, and may not
have faith in their students as
competent evaluators. Professors must have faith in their
students. We can sense when
professors neither respect nor
trust us. the students. Generally, we respond with more of
the same. Those are among my
least productive classes.
4. Professors hate sitting
in the front row as much as students do. And they give that
same blank stare when asked
to move forward, to facilitate
discussion.
5. Colleges and universities. Including BGSU. must
begin to reward good teaching.
I firmly believe we will witness
the downfall of BGSU if the research-focused reward system
Is not corrected. Research is
indeed important, but considering the promise made to the
young people In attendance,
teaching should at least be of
equal Importance. At BGSU,
there should be a teaching

track for incoming professors
and a research track, both
equally rewarding; both recipients of equal respect. Miami
University, an Ohio state public institution, is teachingbased. It has been rated as one
of the top public institutions for
undergraduate study in the
nation, according to its literature. In an era where BGSU's
enrollment and retainment
numbers are falling, measures
must be taken.
6. Bad professors should
be sent on their way. The soapopera-esque social structure
within departments must be
put aside in the interest of education. Colleagues don't like
"tattling" on colleagues, but
imagine the hundreds of students whose time is wasted
under the gaze of uncaring,
lazy or hostile professors.
Good professors must be
rewarded, not Just by administrators and students, but by
colleagues as well. And the best
professors, those who demand
necessary changes and challenge the status quo. must not
be discouraged by queasy administrators or colleagues.
Their innovations mark the real
Bowling Green Revolution.
Most of all, I learned that
this domlnant-subordlnant relationship between students
and teachers Is damaging. It
impedes understanding and
compromise, Instead of encouraging respect and snared learning. Isn't that the mission of our
University?

BGaSkU Is a seruice prouided by the Unfuerstty's Academic
Advisers.
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Just a short note to commend reporter and editor, Jay
Young, on his series of articles
about campus directors.
I think every student, staff
member, faculty member and
community reader of The News
has found this series of articles
fascinating. So many of the individuals profiled are familiar
faces on campus; yet I'm sure
not many of us knew exactly
how important these directors
are in creating an effective and
high-functioning University.
I particularly loved the
profiles of Joe Martini. Joan
Morgan and Joann Kroll—these
are Just some of the individuals who really pour their hearts
and souls Into serving students
and who root for every person
on campus to succeed.
It was great to see the
spotlight on them. It gives you
a sense of how strong our community is and how blessed we
are with people who care. We
are also fortunate to have one
heck of a reporter In Jay. My
hat's off to him and The News
for this scries.
Unda S. Dobb
Dean. Libraries
Learning Resources

and

This letter is written in response to a front page article
appearing In the Dec. 4. 1996
edition of The News. The article
was entitled "Doctor leads university center." written by Jay

the Editor
Young (News Editor). Our complaint is regarding the reference
to Dr. Joshua Kaplan as "one
of the few real doctors on campus."
By no means do we wish
to belittle Dr. Kaplan's position
as a medical doctor and director of the Student Health Center. We do, however, want to
emphasize that your choice of
words does not accurately reflect the number of "real doctors" on this campus.
In addition to the other
medical doctors working at our
university, there are many
other doctors who are teaching
undergraduate and graduate
students on this campus. Specifically, we are referring to the
faculty and staff members who
hold other doctorate degrees,
such as a doctorate of philosophy (Ph.D.).
In the article, you have
demonstrated an inaccurate
understanding of the term
"doctor." an error which should
be considered unacceptable
from an editor of a university
newspaper.
We agree that it is important to recognize the services
and accomplishments of pro-

fessionals on our campus. In
the future, however, please be
aware that It Is equally important for you to do so without
offending a substantial number
of accomplished professionals
who are. Indeed, doctors.
Sandra Alexander
Graduate student
Psychology
Marni Bekkedal
Graduate student
Psychology

But where, in the
Parent's Handbook,
does it say that I must
take responsibility for
my kid and his 49
college floor mates?
Tom Major
BGSU parent

As a parent, you hear
throughout your child's "growing-up period" that you have to
let them grow up and you have
to let them make their own decisions.
During Parent's Weekend,
I was told that If I had to use
the toilets. I had to bring my
own toilet paper. You see. at
Krelscher Hall, the custodians
don't supply the stalls with pa-

t

per anymore because certain
student urinated on all the rolls
in their restroom.
If toilet paper is needed,
one must find a custodian and
obtain a roll. Also, fines are levied against each floor resident
and added to their bursar account.
Upon reading The News. I
see that the Union restrooms
have a similar problem.
I'm wondering if any psychology professor can answer
what is the fascination with toilet paper throughout a person's
early years (toilet papering
houses, flushing full rolls down
the toilet In high school, urinating on them in college). Funny
I've never heard anything from
parents about this happening
at home. As parents, you accept responsibility for your children growing up But where, in
the Parent's Handbook, does it
say that I must take responsibility for my kid and his 49 college floor mates?
I'm thankful that my kid
was at least grown up enough
to tell us about the circumstances and fines. And I am
wondering if any other parents
know about this dilemma.
I would hope that today's
future leaders would work towards solving world problems
Instead of destroying a basic
need.
Tom Major
BGSU parent
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Pearl Harbor remembered
Bruce Dunlord
The Associated Press
HONOLULU - Liquor sales
were banned. Gasoline was
rationed. Men were ordered to
build bomb shelters for their families, motorists to paint their
headlights and taillights blue.
Martial law ruled a tropical paradise.
Life changed abruptly and profoundly in the Hawaiian Islands
after Japan bombed Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7,1941.
But, as a search through brittle, yellowed, 55-year-old editions of Honolulu newspapers
attests, residents were kept in
the dark for days about the magnitude of what had happened on
Oahu that sunny Sunday morning
to plunge the United States into
World War II: 21 warships sunk,
165 planes destroyed, and 2,290
military personnel and 48 civilians killed.
Within hours of the devastating
attack, the governor of Hawaii,
then a territory, declared martial
law and named Army Lt. Gen.
Walter C. Short military governor.
Vearing a Japanese troop invasion was imminent, Short imposed strict rules for nightly
blackouts and ordered all aliens
to turn in their cameras and
short-wave radios.
Businesses had to shut dally at
4:30 p.m. Grocery stores were
closed Dec. 9 for an inventory of
food supplies in the territory.
When reopened the next day, the
stores admitted shoppers only in
small groups to prevent panic
buying.

A provisional Hawaiian Territorial Guard was set up the
afternoon of the attack, with the
University of Hawaii ROTC
overseeing 18-year-old members
of high school ROTC units.
"The Army demands the aid
and assistance of every person in
the Territory," Short said in an
order published in The Honolulu
Advertiser and the Honolulu
Star-Bulletin. "If you are ordered
by military personnel to obey a
certain command, that order
must be obeyed Instantly and
without question."
With the blackout on, only
necessary driving was allowed at
night and motorists had to cover
their lights with blue cloth or
paint them blue to cut their
brightness.
According to the news accounts, numerous people were
arrested for blackout violations;
a military judge, Lt. Col. Neal D.
Franklin, swiftly sentenced violators to 100 days in jail or minimum fines of $100.
The penalty DM stiffer - 1,000
days or $1,000 - for a Japanese
contractor and investor who said
his maid left a light on after he
had gone to sleep.
Franklin also fined a Shinto
priest, a Japanese national, $500
for not extinguishing the "eternal flame" on his temple altar.
Territorial Gov. Joseph B.
Poindexter, meanwhile, capped
the wages of Japanese nationals,
restricting their income to $200 a
month Anything above that went
Into local bank accounts, with
withdrawals limited to $50 a
week.
At 8 a.m., Dec. 12, Short im-

posed military censorship of
press and radio services in Hawaii and shut down twb newspapers that published in both
English and Japanese, the Hawaii
I lochi and the Nippu Jijl.
The territorial civilian defense
director, E.R.I,. Doty, named a
three-member committee called
the Public Morale Section and issued an eight-point advisory.
One point encouraged "complete faith of all the varied
groups in the American way of
life and their absolute willingness to protect it."
Another sought "to overcome
fear - fear on the part of the
nationals of those countries with
which we have become or might
become involved in war that they
will be mistreated and perse-

Hungry?

citizen in Hawaii "will be required to build a bomb shelter for
the protection of himself and his
family, using his own tools and
materials."
The papers also reflected an
outpouring of support for the
American war effort.
The 15,000 union members in
Hawaii said they would work
seven days a week and 10-12
hours a day on defense projects.
"This is no time for disputes
over working conditions. Wages
are a secondary consideration,"
labor leaders declared.
On Hawaii Island, socially
prominent women offered to
form an "Amazon brigade" to
take the place of men on guard
duty or other places vital to the
island's defenses.
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"The Army demands the aid and assistance
of every person in the Territory."

Waller C. Short
military governor
cuted, and fear on the part of the
rest of the people that these particular groups might actively assist our enemies."
Doty also urged home gardening and warned "amateur" farmers to be careful and not waste
seeds through inefficient methods and ignorance.
One week after the attack, the
Army announced that every male

They described themselves as
outdoor women, skilled in many
sports and eager for further instruction on handling weapons.
Amid all the preparations and
alerts, however, Hawaiians initially were told very little about
the destruction at Pearl Harbor.
This was apparently to maintain
public morale at a time when
many feared a land invasion.
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Five-year-old Amanda Jordan enjoys a pancake breakfast In
Madison, WIs.

Supreme Court will review child molester ruling
MattTruell
The Associated Press
TOPEKA, Kan. - Leroy Hendricks had a way of attracting
kids. They'd gather to watch him
fly his remote-controlled airplane in a park. Sometimes, he'd
buy them illicit treats, like cigarettes and chewing tobacco.
At some point, he started
molesting them. And he says only
his death will guarantee that he
stops.
Now the 62-year-old former
carnival worker is at the center
of a closely watched constitutional battle which the U.S. Supreme Court will take up Tuesday.
The question is whether states
may confine sexually violent
predators after their prison
terms are completed. Kansas law
allows that, if a prisoner is diagnosed with a personality disorder
or mental abnormality that
makes them a threat to sexually

prey on children.
Hendricks already has spent
more than half of the last 36
years in prisons or state hospitals
for crimes against children.
The justices will review a ruling that struck down Kansas'
1994 law as unconstitutional. A
decision is expected next year.
Forty-five states and territories have filed documents supporting the Kansas appeal, including five states with sexual
predator laws: Arizona, California, Minnesota, Washington and
Wisconsin.
Hendricks began exposing
himself to girls while he was a
young airman at McConnell Air
Base in Wichita. He was convicted m 1956 and fined $2.90.
His first prison term came in
1960 in Washington state, where
he spent two years behind bars
for molesting two boys. In 1963,
he was convicted of molesting a
7-year-old boy in Seattle.
After spending time at a state

FIRE
Continued from page one.

son said he did not think twice
about taking people out of the
cold.

Gleason.
Mr. Gleason said he was sleep"They're my neighbors, that's
ing in his living room just before
what neighbors do," he said. "We
the blaze started.
just kept them warm and gave
"An angel woke me up five them some coffee."
minutes before this happened,"
he said. "I just ran across the
The owner of the complex, Jim
street and told them that rather Maurer, was out of town when
than have everybody wait out- the blaze occured.
side, just come on in."
Residents were taken by University shuttle to the Red Cross
An eight-year resident, Glea- for the evening.

WINTER SHAKE-DOWN SPECIAL
$10.00 Complete Vehicle Check-Up
(Price Does Not Include Parts Needing Replacement)

Get Your Vehicle Ready For Winter!
• Check and Top Oft Fluids
• Check All Hoses and Belts
• Check Tires and Brakes
• Check Exhaust System For Leaks
• Price Includes Free Pick-up and Delivery
• All Work Done By ASE Certified Technicians

hospital, Hendricks was released
in 1965 - and was arrested two
years later for taking indecent
liberties with an 8-year-old girl
and her 11-year-old brother. He
served five years in prison.
Hendricks was sent back to
prison in 1984 for attempting to
molest two 13-year-old boys in a
Wichita electronics store where
he worked.
When he was released 10 years
later, a prosecutor argued that
Hendricks was a sexually violent
predator and should be locked
up.
At his commitment trial, Hendricks himself testified that only
his death would guarantee he
would never again molest a child.
A jury sent him to the state's
mental health facility in Lamed,
where he is one of nine men declared sexual predators. They
can be held there for treatment
until doctors decide they no
longer pose a threat. Exams are
conducted at least once a year.

Then, however, the Kansas Supreme Court said the law violated Hendricks' due-process
rights because it allowed him to
be committed without proof he is
mentally ill.
Attorney General Carla Stovall
Immediately appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court, keeping Hendricks confined. She expects the
court to question whether Hendricks' alleged mental abnormality merits confinement.
"The key is that the court has
never ruled exactly what you
have to have for that mental condition," Stovall said. "Mr. Hendricks' 40-year history of abusing children is much more than
idiosyncratic behavior."
Stovall contends that Hendricks, who was not treated for
sexual deviance during his Kansas prison term, should continue
to receive the 30 hours of weekly
therapy Lamed provides.
"We're spending almost
$100,000 per predator at Lamed

for their care, custody and
treatment," she said. "The average tends to be about $20,000 per
inmate in the Department of Corrections system, so it's clear we're doing something very, very
different for these predators
versus the Inmates."
Hendricks' lawyer, Thomas
Weilert of Wichita, said the confinement is an "extension of his
criminal sentence" that violates
constitutional protections
against double jeopardy.
"It's a second prosecution for
the same acts that occurred in
1984," Weilert said.
The law was passed largely in
response to the 1993 slaying of
Stephanie Schmidt, a 19-year-old
student at Pittsburg State University. Donald Gideon was convicted; he had been on parole
after serving 10 years for raping
and sodomizing a woman in 1982.
The Kansas law is the first significant attempt to expand the
types of people the state can con-

Holiday stress part of package
James Hannah
The Associated Press
DAYTON - The Christmas
season - which means bundles of
gifts - can also mean bundles of
nerves. But those in the know say
there are ways to survive the
high-stress holiday.
Mary Bradley, 35, of Cincinnati, said the holiday season is
stressful for her simply because

it is so busy. The part-time social
worker and her husband have
three young children.
Mrs. Bradley said the shopping, the Christmas cards, the
baking, the parties and the family obligations can be overwhelming.
"I'm starting to feel a little
stress now because I'm not
where I want to be," she said last
week. "I've got my Christmas

cards half done. And I need about
two more good shopping trips to
get everything done."
Kim Miller, an administrative
assistant at Children's Medical
Center, said the holiday is stressful for her because work and caring for her three children leaves
her little time to shop.
I "And I dont have time for
Christmas cards. I wish I did,"
said Ms. Miller, 44, of Tipp City.

Iluvcn House Manor
Apartments
1515 E. Wooster
Call us to see our model

352-9378

Offer Expires 12-31-96

'Does Not Apply To Lot or Police Tows

Preferred Properties
Management Company

Clifford Brown, a psychology
professor at Wittenberg University in Springfield, said the holidays can be a busy time for many
people.
"You have job demands, and
sometimes Christmas shopping
can seem like a full-time job,"
Brown said.
He noted that people focus on
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fine, said Chris Hansen, an attorney for the American Civil Liberties Union in New'York.
Traditionally, he said, only
people convicted of crimes or
found insane can be locked up.
The Kansas law creates a third
category - people likely to commit crimes based on past behavior.
"That has very strong potential
ramifications," Hansen said. "It
can be extended beyond pedophiles."
Rose Loux, Hendricks' former
stepdaughter, has testified that
he molested her for four years
starting when she was 9, although he was never charged for
it.
Now 33, Mrs. Loux said she
hopes the Supreme Court
upholds the law because she believes Hendricks will never stop
molesting children.
"He will do it again," she said.
"It's just a matter of when, and I
don't think it will take that long."
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in Harshman and Kreischer
Quadrangles.
"Bowling Green is committed
to offering its students the most
up-to-date computing technology
possible and we're providing it at
a relatively low cost," Marsh
said.
Students living on campus will
continue to pay a $120 annual
technology fee. When the fee was
initiated a year ago by the
Trustees, after receiving student
government support, there were
four operating computer labs in
residence halls and one computer
for every 162 resident students.
That ratio has been reduced to
one computer for ever 22 students, and there are 14 computer
labs in the residence halls.

Y

Marsh said the University is
committed to Investing in the
residence halls as part of an
effort to improve campus life.
Kreischer Quadrangle was
opened this fall after the completion of a major renovation
project. Harshman Is currently
undergoing similiar renovations
and is scheduled to open in August.
In other action, the trustees
approved a Faculty Senate Resolution on Promotion Increases
for Faculty effective Jan. 1. They
include: $1,000 for assistant
professor, $2,000 for associate
professor and $3,000 for full
professor.
The Board also approved the
1997-98 auxiliary budgets.

1997-98 Auxiliary Budgets
The following are the approved budgets for auxiliary services

Residence Halls
Dining Halls
Union
Bookstore
Central Stores
Parking Services
Printing Services
Golf Course
Ice Arena
Health Center
Student Services
Stadium
Rec Center
Shuttle Service
Transportation
Fleldhouse
Miscellaneous Athletics
TOTAL

Source: Board of Trustees

COURAOEOU/

Camp Staff wanted for the 1997
camping season. Camp Courageous
and Camp Crooked Arrow are recruiting
program and specialty staff. Positions available
include: Day Camp Director, Head Counselors,
Sports and Archery Instructors, Arts and Crafts
Specialists, Environmental Education Specialists, Waterfront Director and Lifeguard/Swim Instructors. All positions start June 9th
and run through August 22nd,
1997. To apply, contact the
Camp office at (419)531-2612,
interviews can be scheduled over
Winter break.
I ,=,

$1,296,600
50,000
50,000
103,000
5,000
0
34.525
32.500
38,000
40,200
45,160
85.000
120,373
0
0
11.800
8.500
1.920.658

We believe that the joy of giving helps to
share the love of Christmas...so we've
filled our shelves with wonderful holiday
decorations & gifts for you to choose
from and were using our front window so _
you might help fill Santa's bag with toys
for the United Way Elves to share with
others. For each donated toy we'll give
you a fresh carnation!

beyond our means."
He said couples and friends
who exchange gifts need to be
understanding.

Continued from page three.

their interpersonal relationships
more during the holiday season,
and that gift-giving can be
stressful.
People worry that their gifts
might not be appreciated or fear
that a gift might not show how
much they care for that person,
he said.
"There can be a conflict,"
Brown said. "All of us have financial constraints we have to
live under. We want to get something nice for everyone on our
shopping list, but it may be

"It's often hard to find the perfect gift," he said. "We can't hold
expectations that are too high."
Sister Mary Louise Foley, who
works in campus ministry at the
University of Dayton, offers
workshops on how to reduce the
anxiety of the holidays.
She said people often try to do
too much.
"And sometimes they get into
financial binds," she said.

WINTER
farther to stop on a winter-slick
pavement than on a dry road. Allow a large gap between yourself
and the car ahead of you.
The normal safe following distance between two vehicles
should be doubled during inclement weather.
■ Stop gradually. Never slam
on your brakes on ice or snow.
■ Winterize your car. A quick
check-up will help you avoid mechanical problems. This will include radiator cooler and hoses,
tire tread, headlights, taillights,
turn signals, wiper blades and
washer fluid, winter-grade oil,
spark plugs and battery.
■ Stay off the road when traveler's warnings are issued.

Continued from page one.

According to the Ohio Department of Transportation, there
are several other steps drivers
need to take to be safe.
■ Leave early. Expect any trip
to take double the normal amount
of time.
■ Plan your route. Avoid steep
upgrades and lightly traveled
roads where deep snow drifts
may form.
■ Slow down. Slick pavement
means reduced traction and loss
of control. On snow or Ice, the
posted speed limit is not a safe
speed.
■ Increase following distance.
It can take from three to 10 times

DELIA'S
TOUCH OF BEAUTY
1084 S. Main
353-4211
Hair • Tanning • Nails

| TKeTToWep Basket165 S. Main Bowling
Downtown B.G.
352-6395

TANNING SPECIAL
(Bed or Booth)
15 visits for $25

&**-

expires 1-31-97

MOST WANTED

The following people need to pick up their 1996 Key Yearbook from last year.
Books can be picked up in 28 West Hall (Basement), Mon-Fri from 1-4.
Janet B razee
Eric Brickman
Allison Bridge ford

David DcNatale

Angie Gladncy

Jennifer Jones

Leslie DePew
Jennifers. DeVme

Melissa Glover
Jessica C. GoeU

Jennifer A. Jordan
Melamc Joss

Andy Agin
Andrea Albright

Eddie Bridges
Kenneth B Briggs

Joseph A Diehl
PaulS Dillick

Jami Gons
Mary C. Gorham

Nicole Joyce
Leah Juliano

Jocclyn Alexander

Adam Brobeck

Janet Diptnan

Angela Gosciewski

Steven Maistros

Elizabeth J.Allen
Melamc J Allen

Cori Brown
Staci L. Brown

Heather Distelzwcig
MelindaL. Dole nee

Krisu Gostel
Hunter Grant

Heather L Jumia
NKkolas Kadel
Timothy A. Kae re her

Mara Aman
Jennifer L.Ames

Pam Bruss
Becky Bugler

Amy Domizi
Michele Dorm nick

Rente Grassinger
Jennifer A. Grindlc

Bryan Manfall
Steve Mangini
Jamie N. Mannix

Amy E. Anderson
Karen R.Anderson
Ellic Andrews

Daniel A. Bumpus
Amy Burdette

Benjamin M. Dominique
Kimbcrly Donovan

Kathryn Grisdak
Eric Gross

Amanda Anthony

Jennifer L. Burge
Sally Huilage

JedDorsey
Anthony T. Dortg

Brian Atwood
Melamc Augustin

Nicole R. Buss
Andrew D. Butler

Joseph Dose
Amy Dot son

Pete Gross
Elizabeth Guckenbergcr
Robert Gudin

Casey A. Upham
Ryan D Autremoni
Amy Aydelott

Elizabeth Byman
Tiffany Calcamuggio
Jennifer Campbell

Matthew M Dotson
Elizabeth K.Drake
Megan Dresch

Shawntel M. Hall
Heather Hammel
Andrea L. Hanks

Kimbcrly Bacha
Gregory R.Bader

Sarah Campbell
Monique W. Cantor

Kirk E. Dressel
Jonathon Dobsky

Elizabeth Harding
Julie A. Ham

Bobby Y Baggctt
Caihy Baker
Ginger L. Baker

Jacqueline Capretta
LisaA.Cardilli
Colleen Carey

Amber D. Dunn
Rachel Duszynski
Jenny L. Eddy

HcathcrS. Harris
Meghan M. Harris
Ben Harruff

Jennifer R Baker
Jennifer Balhierer

Patrick Carney
Amber L. Carpenter

Shannon E. Egan
Jatquclyn C. Egglcton

Casey Harshman
David A. Hart

Kimbcrty Ball
Joel C Balsamo
Brian C. Bammcrhn

Heather Carpenter
Kristen Carpenter

Joshua M. Ehrsam
Daniel E. Eisinger

Kathleen Harwell
Don Haslam

Julian B. Carpenter
Elizabeth M. Carr
WesCarr

Cindy Eldndge
Sandra Ellerbrock

Melamc Hauf
Eric Havlik

Patty A.Eppert
TaraL. Estep

Alvcia M.Adams
Kalhennc Aemi
Lashclk Aggclakos

Jacqueline Banks
Knsiic Barbec
Kelly Barhorst
Lauren M. Barmes
Karah K Barnes

Aurora L. Camzales
Ryan P Carroll

Ten Bartsche
Barry M. BaMian
Brian Bcall

Daniel Castro
Catherine G. Cayton
Jeffrey J Cell 10

Heather Beck
Bradford G. Beebe

Rebecca Chase
Keith Chascley

Shannon Becker

Dewi Chee
Elaine Chcetham
TrishaA.Childs

Mama Cassette

Chnsti IK Haggerty

George Kallapurc
Jennifer Kamerer
Alexis Kamper
Darren Kaplan
Karla K. Karl
Justin Karr
Tara Kauscher
Stefanie Kazel
Patrick M. Kcnnan

Christine Luzius
Jerry Maag
Kendall MacArthur
Joseph a Machor
Jason Madasz
Christopher Malanga

Christine Marias
Paul MarkofT
Justin Marks
Jason Martini
Bryan J. Mascioli

Rente F. Schmedlcn
Lesli Schmidt

Kristen Todoroff

Kristen Nussbaumer

Theodore G. Schmidt
Karl Schmitt

RoscA.Toth
Amy Towner

JeffOates
Eileen A. O'Donoghue

Christine Schneider
Barbara Schnetzer

TyN.Traxkr
ToddA.Trecger

Charlie Ondrick
Enn O'Neal

Victoria Schnetzer
Renec Schnipke

Christina A. Treiber

Man O'Neill
Lawrence Ong

Kristen L. Schoenegge
Jason A. Schockman

Jeremy Ordaz
Emilly Osterling

Donald Schone
Heidi Schram

Holly A. Oswalt
Bethany M Oxer

Kirsten Schwettman

Danielle Triplet!
Denise Troyer

Alex Scott
Rente Sengals

Christopher A. Tyrrell
Scoa Vallow
Angel Varvaro
April Vaughan

Nick Paez
James Pantcr

Lisa Sewell
Jason Shank
Phillip Shendan

Edward J. Maurer
Nicole Mausser

Lisa Peacock
Amy Pcrkson

Wendy Sikora
Melissa Simmermacher

Elizabeth E. Kerby
Mathew E. Kerns

Julienne May
Heather McBnde
Julie McCann

Jennifer Pershing
Todd Peugeot
Jonikka C. Peters

Gina M. Sinagra
Susan J. Skoczen

Amy Kersh
Shannon Kicfer

Sharon McCann
Michael McClintock

Karen L. Peterson
Andrea M Phillips

Chad King
Karcw M. Kinnear

Tod McCloskey
Jennifer McCoy

Lynn Picning
Susan Pierce

Jeffrey J. Kissinger
Keith Klein
Amy Kleiecka

Kelly McCorkk
Angle McCune

Kathleen M.Pietrick
Donna G.Pigg

Kathryn McCune

Joshua Plummer

Knsten Marie Smith
Natalie Smith

Cherie N. Haydon
Jessica E. Hazard

Allison MKIink

Julk McDonald
Jonathan McGowan

Kara Fanaff
Adrian T. Fausz

Andrea Heary
Laura Heck

Scon H. Smith
Shawn M. Smith
Shiloh Smith

Amy M. Ferguson
Lorrie Ferris

Andrea Hellc
Christy Helser

Rebecca Knight
Michael R. Knippen
Tammy Knopf

Jeremy Pollock
Kim Popovic
I .nine \ I'n[ink
Julie Porter
Kelly Pratt

Stacey Smith
Melanie V. Snider

Bernard Wells
Aimee L. Wendzicki

Angela Purmort

PatriciaA.Fiorilli
Genele Firlik
Susan M. Fiscus

Dana L. Henderson
Bryan Hendncks

Stephanie Snider
Lisa Snyder

Brian Wentz
John T. Wcnzel

Steve Snyder

Carrie Wesley
Thomas Wesley
Michael Weyer

Dclana Keller
Jason Kclley
Adam E. Kennah
Donald Kcnnard

Jerel Klue

Hidcki Kobayashi
Molly Koontz
Karissa Korpita
Amanda Kotecki
Michael Kotsos

Erin McHugh
Ellk McLaughlin
Nanmaric McManus
Jill Meece
Kimbcrly Mcnncga
Christopher Mercadantc

Knstic Hettinger
Anthony L.Hibbard

Shannon Fitzpathck
Colleen Flaherty
Sheri Fleming

Meghan L. Hickcy
Doug Hinebaugh

James M. Bcntlcy

Justin W. Christie
Elizabeth Clickenger

Kevin Berg
Nik Bcrger

Kelda Clough
Gtanna Cochran

Kenneth F. Flower
Jeremy J. Foltz

Michelle Bergman

Alyson Bernard

Robert E. Combs
RheaC.Comilo

Andrea L. Fondoulis
Julie A. Ford

Christine M. Hoge
Nicole Holisky
Paul Homberger

Lisa Berringer
Ginine Beyer

Jason Conklin
Steve Con way

Kathryn C.Fortlage
Dan Foster

Kristen Ho we 11
Heather M Hoy

Joel R. Bigras
Malt Bilcr

LaDawn Cook

Andrew Fraley
Joseph W. Jr. Frank

Krishna A. Hovan
Gary Howard

Michael Fntchie
Jennifer Fntz

Peter M. Howley
Carrie E. Hudson

Heather M Froncek
Megan Fulkerson

Carrie Hughes
KevinP. Hughes

Denise Lawitzke
MarkLazar

Ally son Futcn
Kathryn Gaeth

Brooke J. Humble
Jennifer Hunker

Tara Gamble

Matthew Hurlhurt
Michael J Mutton

Steve J Leaders
Michelle Leaf
Angela M. Lee

Leah Money
Melissa Moody
Kelly Mori.ni>
Jaime Morphy

Derek Hyde

Elizabeth S. Lee
knnifer Lee

Michelle Morrison
Kimbcrly Morrow

Amanda Rudgers
Anita Rundcll

Bradley J. Hyslop
Kelly Ikeler
Hallie Infalvi

Kelly L Lchrman
Charles Leiscr
Jennifer Leist

Paul J Mountain
Alan Mulder

Jennifer Runk
Kristen N. Rutkdge

Kimbcrly Benroth

Traci N. Billmgsley
Drew Birchmeicr
John Biviano
Nicole K Blasius
Brandon Blessing
Bree Bockhorst

Amy M. Cope
Michael Couttnho
Andrea Coventry
Matthew Cowgill
Cinda Creager
Amanda R.Crcps
Brooke Curren

Marie E Bodnar
Josh Boggs

Steve Curry
Heather Cvengros

Bryan C. Bond
Michelle Bonifas

Teresa Dai ley
Ryan D'Autremont

Lisa M Booth
Aaron Boreman
Melissa M. Boston

Jennifer Dallairc
Tom Dauber
Dave Davenport

Mary S. Bowers

Amy M, Davis

Stephanie Gearhart
Amy Gehle

Leslie K Box

Erica Davis

Anne Gehnng

Daniel B Boyd
Michael Braat/

Kelly Davis
Ricki Davis
Andrea Decator
Lindsey Degenhardt

Courtney T. George

Elizabeth Ann Bradley
Pat nek Brady
Andrew Brandell
Kevin R Brandt
Andrew Bran ham

Holly Deimling
Stephanie K.Deis
Trish Dempsey

Miguel A. Garcia
Kevin Gardner
Alan E. Garrison
Brian Gartrell
Carol Gasser

Loci Hirz
John Hoerr

Judina Kovasckitz
Damian J Krahill
Amy Krajnak
Andrew A Kramer
Caroline A. Kramer
Kraig Knstof
Michelle Kugel
Mark Krulcik
Angekna Kuhtmann
Jake C. Kuhn
George B. Laird
Dennis Lamb
Sara Lang
Albert J.Lara
Jessica K. Lauderman
Sarah Laugh)in

Amber Ramirez
Marie A. Ramunno
Timothy Ranck
Jennifer Reed

Rose Stamper
ChadSteevcrs

Traci Meyer
Cynthia Mikolajewski

Michael R Reed
Elizabeth Ruse
Clifford Reeves

Nicok M. St.Germaine
Rachel Stahlman
Stephanie R. Stanley

Sarah Miles
Anon Miller

Kathryn Reif
Jim Reinart

Heather Milkr
Lon Milkr

Marcus E. Ricci
Ernie Richmann

Gregg Stark
John Staugler
Christine M. Steiner

Mike Milkr
Stephanie J. Minrovic

Michael R.Rinchart
Scott Robbc

James P Jr. Stephens
Brian Slices

Robert T Minshall

Jennifer Robertson
Elizabeth Roemmele

Kendra Stout
Zachary Stout

Daniel Rose
Staccy Rose

Peter J. Stumpp
Brian M.Slunz

Vincent S. Roscila
JodyC.Roth

Jason E. Suggs
Diane Summers
Jonica L. Summerset!

John C. Minizzi
Jude B. Misik
Catherine Molnar
Knsta J. Monagham

Christina M. Rotter
JocRoby
Sharon L. Rucinski

Heather M. Ryan
Jason E. Salak
Andy Sammut
Kim Samples

Heather M.Johnson

Fran W. Lm Icjohn
Staccy Liny

Brian M. Myers
Karen M. Naumann

Kimbcrly S.Gibson
Melissa Gicbcl

James R. Johnson
Michael B.Johnson

Nicole M. Lit/
Julie A Locke

Lori A. Neel
Brian Neff

Jennifer Gilkinson
Allen Gillis

Nicole Johnson
Jamie N. Jones

Jennifer R Luce
Eric Luhta

Kristie Jams
Heather L. Jenney

Douglas C. Stark

Bryan Miller

Danielle Mullally

Mark S. Giarrusso
Carla Gibson

Jacqueline Smith

Brad Meyer
Laura L. Meyer

Todd Mullholand
Matthew Mundwilcr

Ann Jackson
Jill James

Lisa Small
Christina A. Smith
Dawn Smith

Kristin M.Spakowski
Paul Spencer
James W. Spurrier

Julie Meryo
Brian P. Merz
Chad Mcster

Maribcth Leschinsky
Michael T Leschinsky
Brian Lettcrle
Bradley Leyrer

Carey Ann Israel

Jodi Skroxan
Kevin Slivka

James Raczkowski
Jeffrey D. Rader
ScthA.Rakestraw

Beinance Fitch
Peter T. Fitz

Todd Benncn

Jennifer Munoz
Anne Murphy

Stacy L Swank
Kevin Swantek
Jaime Swisher
Jennifer Sword
Rebecca A. Szucs
Angela Tajbhk
KaryTakach

Joseph E. Vktor
Stack T. Vkts
James Vogel
Kristin Vogel
Cori VonDcylcn
Grctchen Wachs
Michelk Wade
Jennifer Wallace
Matt Walter
Elizabeth M Walters
Steve H. Wank
Rachel Warren
Christie Watson
Ken Wans
Jessica Weasner
Jennifer Weber

MandyM.Whakn
Margaret Whelan
Kelly A Whittington
Patrick Whit worth
Gregory E. Wiers
Amy E. Wiesner
Maureen S Wikheck
Matthew Wiks
Carrie LWiiliman
Tonya J. Wilson
Scott D. Winckkr
Ian Windsor
Melissa Wine land
Susan Wisecup
Hilary Wocssncr
Amy M. Woggcrman
Stacy Wolfe
Casey A. Wood
Melan.e L. Wood
Kristen Woods
Khristina Wright
Monique Wrightcn
Leslk Wukotich
Heather A. Wyant
Jason M. Yarns
Jesska Yannayon

AmyTapp
Christina Tasker

Rita Ybanes
Kristen Yisha

Rita L. Sampson

Lohn D Tate
Heather Taylor

Jeffrey A. Young
Martha J. Young

Traci Sanderson
EricSanford

Vicki Taylor
Robert Terrell

Bethany Zambori
Todd D. Zarack

Matthen M. Savant

Anne R. Thies
Brett Thomas

Shannon Zettcl

Kathleen M Weu

Michael R. Scales
A i kite Schaffer

Trisha Thomas

ManhewS Newbold

Stephanie Schindkr

She Iky Thompson

,

I

Christopher Trevino
Rhonda L. Trevino

Christopher B. Payne
Jennifer Peace

Melanic Harshbarger
Barry Met man
Laura Helrick

Jason Chisholm
Chad Chnstenson

Scott Trehan
Gerald L.Trepkowski

Lisa Maselli
Beth Martin
Thomas O. Matisko

Jamie 1. Fisher
Shenlyn Fisher

Scon Bell
William G. Be tide
Kelly Benedelti

Kris Tinklung

Shelley J.Niedermier
Sara Nightingale
Kelly Norris

>

Carrie L.Zimmer
Sarah Zimmerman
Jim Zurbuch

■ ■
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Falcon icers beat up on Fairbanks, 7-4
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Blake Parkins
The BG News

The Falcon leers made a big stride to
silence claims that the team Is complacent and playing without pride. The
Falcons downed last-place AlaskaFairbanks 7-4 this weekend at the
BGSU Ice Arena.
In an effort to shake up the Falcons,
the coaching staff conducted a series of
team meetings designed to unify the
team and Increase the squad's intensity.
"We had a couple of meetings this
week to give the guys some selfcrttlques," said BG coach Buddy
Powers. "We needed to wake some guys
up."
The Falcons did respond to the soulsearching effort. Alaska-Fairbanks

"They were bigger, faster
and stronger than we
were. They hammered us
in the fir st period."
Dave Laurion
Fairbanks coach
coach Dave Laurion said that his club
was overpowered by the Falcons from
the beginning.
"They were bigger, faster and
stronger than we were," Laurion said.
"They hammered us in the first
period."
BG outshot the Nanooks 13-5 in the
first period and fended off two Fair-

banks power plays. Mike Johnson first
dotted the scoring chart with a shorthanded goal at the 13:51 mark
Curtis Fry stole an errant pass near
mid-ice and centered to Johnson who
put the puck past Nanook goalie Chris
Marvel for his 13th goal of the season.
The Falcons added to the lead just
1:25 seconds into the second period by
way of Dave Faulkner's eighth goal of
the season. Faulkner has had the hot
hand In the Falcon's last three games
recording five points on four goals and
an assist.
Faulkner said that the team's added
focus was the difference in the game.
"We were much more aggressive tonight," Faulkner said. "We knocked
down guys near the goal and won our
1-on-l battles."

Freshman defenseman Peter Ratchuk, who assisted on Faulkner's goal,
quickly put another puck In the net less
that 15 seconds later from the ensuing
faceoff. He was assisted by Mike Johnson and Kelly Perrault.
The Nanooks responded with a goal of
their own at the 7:23 mark Winger Jamie Coady capitalized on a BG miscue
that resulted in a 2-on-l breakaway
keeping the game to a two-goal
differential.
BG then had a stroke of luck that has
been absent in the month of November.
Senior winger Dale Crombeen slid a
centering pass under Marvell giving
the Falcons a three-goal lead.
The Nanooks closed the gap with two
Falcons In the penalty box. Sophomore
defenseman Mike Jaros poked in a re-

bound off the pads of BG goalie Mike
Savard for his first goal of the year.
BG winger Dan Price extended the
BG lead to three again on a man advantage just four minutes into the third
stanza. Price took a pass off the boards
behind the goal and maneuvered past a
defenseman before putting in the backhander for his eighth goal. Fry and
freshman Adam Edinger assisted on the
goal.
The Nanooks responded with a goal of
thier own less than three minutes later.
Senior forward Pat Williams was opportunistic on another UAF two-man advantage glancing the puck off of Savard "s glove.

FSU,
Florida
rematch
in Sugar

Cornhuskers
hold off late
Falcon rally

The Associated Press

Bowling Green second
in Nebraska tournament
Scott Brown
The BG News

LINCOLN, Neb. - Down the
stretch, BG's Antonio Daniels
virtually went 1-on-l with Nebraska's Tyronn Lue for the
championship of the Cornhuskers' Ameritas Classic.
But Nebraska center Mikki
Moore crashed the party - literally.
Moore went hard to the
boards and slammed home a
missed foul shot by Lue with 21
seconds left, breaking up a
Falcon rally and allowing the
Cornhuskers to escape the Devaney Center with a 73-68 victory Saturday and the title of
their annual tournament.
BG, which advanced to the
championship with a 87-75 win
over Colgate
on Friday,
dips to 4-2 on
the season.
Nebraska is
5-1.
The Falcons trailed
by 10 points
with seven
minutes to
Daniels
go, but Daniels spearheaded a late rally.
Ten of his team-high 18 points
came over the last seven
minutes as BG got as close as
one point.
But for every punch Daniels
landed, Lue had an answer for
the Cornhuskers. Six of his
game-high 24 points came in
the final 42 seconds as he
matched Daniels point-forpoint.
Then it was Moore who provided the dagger. With BG
down only by a pair, Lue

NEW YORK - The rematch
nobody except Florida wanted is
official: Top-ranked Florida State
will have to beat the Gators
again, this time In the Sugar Bowl
on Jan. 2, to win the national
championship.

■ Falcon notebook, page 6

missed a foul shot with 23 seconds left.
Moore grabbed the ball as it
bounced off the rim and
slammed it home, giving the
Huskers an insurmountable
four-point lead with 21 seconds
left. BG would not score again.
"Luc's a great player," said
Daniels, who added 10 assists
for a double-double. "He can
run and pass and shoot. Those
are the hardest guys to defend.
He really did a great job down
the stretch for his team."
Lue, only a sophomore, hit
8-of-ll from the floor and
8-of-10 from the foul line despite being hampered by the
flu.
"Lue is as good a point guard
as we're going to face all
season," BG coach Jim Larranaga said. "He's a great little
guard. We were trying to keep
the ball out of his hands, hut we
made it to the foul line and obviously you don't want to do
that late in the game."
Cookie Belcher had 17 points
for the Huskers, including an
unlikely 25-foot bank shot as
the shot clock sounded with
3:50 to go that proved to be key
down the stretch. Venson Hamilton had 14 points and Mikki
Moore added 10.
Anthony Stacey had 14 points
and Tony Reid had 13 for the
Falcons.
"Bowling Green never gave
up," Nebraska coach Danny
Nee said. "They didn't quit. At
the end, Antonio Daniels took
over the game and showed his
ability.
See HUSKERS, page wven.

great scores..
GRE
great skills...

1

T
■■olps you locus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so you can get a
higher score.

Kaplan students get the most
complete lest preparation materials
available Including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials.
books, software, and a training library
And at Kaplan, weVe got experienced
teachers who really care.

1-800-KAP-TEST

get a higher score

KAPLAN

See HOCKEY, page »v«v

Florida State (11-0) beat Florida 24-21 in Tallahassee on Nov.
30, and Seminoles coach Bobby
Bowden winced at the thought of
playing coach Steve Spurrier's
Fun N' Gun offense a second
time.
"I don't want no more of them,"
Bowden said the day after the
game.
Sorry, Bobby. It's a done deal,
along with the other bowl alliance matchups In the Fiesta and
Orange.
"We feel very fortunate to
have the consensus No 1 team,"
Sugar Bowl executive director
Paul Hoolahan said Sunday. "Obviously, anyone who watched the
first game, it was a hard fought
battle. And we expect the same
thing in the Sugar Bowl."
In the Fiesta, it's No 7 Penn
State vs. No. 20 Texas on Jan. 1,
while the Orange Bowl pits No. 6
Nebraska against No. 10 Virginia
Tech on Dec. 31.
"The idea was to put the two
best teams available together,
and I think we did that with the
Sugar Bowl," alliance chairman
and SEC commissioner Roy
Kramer said.

The Associated PTCM
Bowling Green's Anthony Stacey (left) and Dayon Ninkovic surround Colgate All-American Adonal
Foyle during Friday's first round game of the Ameritas Classic In Lincoln, Neb. Foyle had 31 points
and 17 rebounds, but BG prevailed 87-75 on the way to a second-place finish In the tournament.

In the non-alliance Rose Bowl,
It's No. 2 Arizona State (11-0)
against No. 4 Ohio State (10-1).
The biggest bowl loser was No
5 Brigham Young, which lost an
$8.5 million payday by being excluded from an alliance game.
Also, No. 9 Tennessee was In the
alliance mix, but apparently lost
out to Nebraska after a day-long
discussion among alliance executives.

page si*
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Moore, Ninkovic key Friday night win over Colgate
LINCOLN, Neb. ~ DeMar
Moore and Dayon Ninkovic each
had big games Friday as the Falcons bested Colgate 87-75 In the
first round of the Ameritas Classic.
Ninkovic had 22 points and
Moore added 18 to go along with
Antonio Daniels' 27.
"It's nice to get back In it
again," said Moore, who had
struggled over the previous few
games. "I hit a couple shots, and
then things really started flowing
again for me."
Colgate Ail-American Adonal
Foyle had 31 points and 17 rebounds, but the Falcons were
able to neutralize the Red
Raiders' offense for much of the
game with their patented pressure defense. Colgate turned the
ball over 26 times in the contest.

_ _

MEN'S BASKETBALL

NOTEBOOK
Scott Brown
BC News
Sports Editor

BG led through nearly the entire game, going up by 10 in the
first half and taking a 45-34 halftime lead. Colgate closed within
two points midway through the
second half, but got no closer.
Colgate also lost in the consolation round on Saturday, 69-59 to
Coppin State. Nebraska had
manhandled CSU's Eagles in Friday's first round, 88-72.

Daniels on all-tournament
team
Antonio Daniels was picked to
the all-tournament team following Saturday's championship.
Nebraska's Tyronn Lue was
named the MVP, and was joined
on the tournament team by
teammates Cookie Belcher and
Mikki Moore. Coppin State's
Terquin Mott and Colgate's
Adonal Foyle rounded out the
team.

Road whites
The Falcons have played all six
of their games, including both
games over the weekend in Nebraska, in their home white uniforms.

A mixup with the company that
supplies the team's uniforms has
resulted in road uniforms for
some players in different shades
of orange than the norm. The
team is awaiting a new shipment,
but will play in the white uniforms even on the road until the
new uniforms arrive.

Hook 'em, horns
BG drew the ire of many a Nebraska football fan over the
weekend.
The Husker football team, the
two-time defending national
champions, were upset by the
Texas Longhorns in the Big 12
championship game Saturday
afternoon.
The Falcons' travel clothes are
a burnt orange color identical to

STUDENTS: EXAM ALERT!!

the Longhorns'. More than a few however. The team will play in
fans in Nebraska's Devaney the Puerto Rico Classic in San
Center made the connection and Juan Dec. 30-Jan.l.
booed accordingly.
BG plays Mississippi State, a
team that reached the Final Four
a season ago, in the first round. A
Tournament headaches
win would likely pit the Falcons
BG enters at least one mid- against No 13 Fresno State and
season tournament every season, coach Jerry Tarkanian.
but after Saturday's loss the FalOther teams in the tournament
cons still have not won a tourney include Cincinnati, Nebraska,
since the 1978-79 season when Old Dominion, Southwest Misthey captured the now-defunct souri State and Southeast MisBlade-Glass City Classic.
souri. Several of the tournament
The Falcons aren't done tour- games will be shown on ESPN
nament-storming this season. and ESPN2.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Michigan shocks Duke, 62-61
By the Associated Press
DURHAM, N.C. - Robert Traylor's dunk with 6.2 seconds left
capped a closing 16-3 run Sunday, giving No. 7 Michigan a 62-61
victory over No. 10 Duke In one of the toughest venues for a road
team.
The Wolverines (5-0) trailed 58-46 with 10:37 left, but the Blue
Devils (5-2) turned the ball over eight times down the stretch.

VIIMGB GREEN
APARTMEIVTS
It's Coming!
This Wednesday Dec. 11
in the BG NEWS

A survey to voice your
opinion about what you
would like to see in
your

Student Union!

9{pzu Leasing
But just think Santa is coming soon

* The instructor may not move it
without the approval of the VPAA.
Questions?
Call your college dean's office.
In A & S, it's 2-2340.

furnished and Unfurnished
May andAugust 1997
2 Blocks from Campus
■'ISO Lehman

354-3593

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Dec. 9-12, 8 am-6 pm
Dec. 13, 8 am - 5 pm
Dec. 14, 9 am -5 pm
Dec. 16- 19, 8 am -6 pm
Dec. 20, 8 am - 5 pm
Prizes awarded Daily!

UNIVERSITY UNION
Falcons Nest
Dec. 16-19, 9 am -4 pm
Dec. 20, 9 am - 3 pm
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The goal must have given UAF
a slight momentum boost ns they
managed to score against the BG
defense at full strength. BG
failed to check senior defenseman Mike Cotter who put a wrister past Savard to draw the Nanooks to within one.
If not for the spirited meetings
at the beginning of the week, the
Falcons may have folded at this
juncture. Instead, BG capitalized
on a powerplay advantage of
their own.
Freshman defenseman B.J.
Adams put in a slapper past the
top of the far-side faceoff circle,
shifting the momentum to the BG
side for good. Faulkner and Brad
Holzlnger recorded assists for
the goal.
With one Nanook in the penalty
box, UAF opted to pull the goalie,
to try to close the gap late In the
game. The move proved costly,
as the Nanooks turned over the
puck to Fry who centered for
Holzlnger who hurried the puck
in an empty net
Powers credits the team's intensity for the improved play.
"We were just much more aggressive," Powers said. "We got

some gritty goals. All of our lines
played well."
Ratchuk, who recorded three
points on a goal and two assists
offered another explanation.
"I think the team meetings we
had at the beginning of the week
really helped us a lot," Ratchuk
said. "Our practices were shorter
and we worked hard all week.
"We were all Just really positive through the whole game."
Bowling

Green 6,
Fairbanks 4

Alaska-

Flret Period
BQ (1) - Johnson (13) - (Fry) SHG 1351
Atl.fi: BGI.AFO
Second Period
BG <2) - Faulkner (8) • (Fty. Johnson) 1X
BQ (3) - Ratchuk (4). (Johnson, Porramt) 13»
AF (1) -- Coady (3) - (Trembecky, Mcnalski)
7:23
BG (4) - Crombeon (2) - (Raehuk) 1231
AF (2) - Jeros (1) . (Hat*!.. MecFarlane) PPG
BtSlfcM
Alter 2: BO 4, AF 3
Third Ported
BG (5) - Prioa (8) - (Edingef. Fry) PPG 4:01
AF (3) - Wilhams (5) - (MacFarterw. Trambecky) PPG 5x36:43
AF (4) - Collar (4) - (McNeill) 8:07
BG (8) -- Adam. (2). (Faulkner, Hofeinger) PPG
11:11 BG (7) - HcJzincer (S) - (Fry) ENG 4iS
Final: BO 7, AF 4
Savea
BG -- Savard 18-20 (80OO). AF -- Marvel 30-37
(59:15).

Cincinnati spoils
Ravens' return
Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Art Modell's
team returned to Ohio and found
apathy, antagonism and a lot
more heartache.
A controversial play call
helped the Cincinnati Bengals
complete a goal-line stand In the
closing seconds Sunday, clinching a 21-14 victory over the Baltimore Ravens.
Jeff Blake threw a 1-yard
touchdown pass to Tony McGee
for a late lead, and the Ravens
(4-10) blew a chance to tie or win
it at the end. After three runs by
Bam Morris put the ball at the
1-yard line, the Ravens decided
to throw.
The Bengals (6-8) weren't
fooled. Sam Shade tackled fullback Carwell Gardner after he
caught a pass at the 1, sending

The BG News
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Ads

Monday Dec 9th
©7:00pm in 117BA

372-6977
TV 8G N«». will MM knt»..Hf l» *.cepi ad
thai d i w n muutr. 11 iMnumg* ditcnmi mi
individual ■ jroupon ihe hau.nf race, tc
religion nmnful ■
_m«J nneMiMA. diM&ilny.
ihc haut nf any other kfajly
itakn •» a »eier«n.
prom ic I 4aiui
The BG \c«* nvim (he nghi in devlmt. dtw.miinur
or NVM 4»y advcrtiwmrni >inh at (how found in he
•Irlwnjiury. Iackifk| in facUul horn, mxleadini or MM
in nature All advertivmenl^ are Miiijeci k. editing and
apprmal
The BC Nf-..a« a forwnopen uuhe pubtt*.re*ofnne»
■he imfn»i\.bilny of pet tenting all ».f iha% type n( adver
hung and iherelixe cfKoungr* our rcadrrx h, he»jre
Aloaf . he familiar with a buaineu before ^nd-ng money
nrixn»iJi"(pri--«ali'cdii infonrMiiim fVaie remem
her if H .ourtdS Ion food to be MM. ■ probaMy k
You can help u> by calling ihc adtrnmng department *a
4I9-J72 Mmwilhyourcomplaini.and*ggevi..*i% We
nwmher. along »iti» your ■pecili>: lommrttu **h your
help -e (an make The HC. New. a betia puMscatioei

GO FALCONS!

Tat BG N.ws/Hldckl Kob.ya.kl

the Ravens to their 11th consecu- Falcon left wing Andy Ilvonen (front) tangles with Alaska-Fairbanks' SJon Wynia dining Friday's game.
tive road loss.
The second-guessing began
almost as soon as Gardner hit the
ground.
back within one, only to have
offense to a crawl," Daniels
"I think we should have just Continued from page five.
Lue answer on the other end
said of the zone "That threw a
tried to power it in," said Morris,
with a 3-point play of his own.
crank in our offense.
"Basketball is a funny game.
who had 117 yards on 21 carries,
"That was the story of the
a gaudy 5.6-yard average. "We'd We were just happy to find a
game, why we had to play
way to win the game."
BOWLING GREEN (4-2)
been killing them all day."
The Falcons led the game for
Eslerkamp 0-5 2-2 2, Stacey 5-8 4-7 14.
catch-up. We can't afford to do
The franchise has not won a
Ninkovic
2-4 2-26, Moore3-100-08. Daniles
that. Coach preaches to us that
road game since Oct. 29 of last much of the first half, only to
6-14 5-5 18. Rouwhorst 0-0 2-2 2. Chambers
we
have
to
play
our
game
for
have
the
I
luskers
come
back
to
year, when it came to Cincinnati
0-0 0-0 0, Murray 0-0 0-0 0, Reid 5-0 2-3 13,
40 minutes. We can't expect to
Cowan 2-3 0-0 5, Crespo 0-0 0-0 0. Totals
as the Cleveland Browns and won take a three-point halftime ad23 53 17-2166.
play
for
five
minutes
and
pull
vantage.
BG
then
came
out
of
in overtime.
NEBRASKA (5-1)
it out in the end. We really
Model 1 did not accompany the the locker room shooting
Hamilton 7-8 0-0 14. Florence 0-5 1-2 1,
shouldn't have been in that sitMoore 4-4 2-210. Lue 8-11 8-10 24, Belcher
Ravens on their first trip to Ohio, blanks, scoring just six points
713 2-8 17, Mitchell 0-1 0-0 0, Gamer 1-6
uation In the first place."
but there were numerous remin- over the first six minutes.
3-4 5, Piatkowskj 1-2 0-0 2, Markowski 0-3
Daniels did all he could do in
That allowed the Huskers,
ders of the team's previous in0-0 0. Totals 28-5316-24 73.
the final minutes, including a
Halrtime - Nebraska 35. BG 32. 3-point
carnation. A handful of Browns who utilized a 1-3-1 zone mid3-pointer and a conventional
goals - BG 5-17 (Moore 2-8, Reid 1-1.
banners flew from the stands, way through the second half
Cowan 1-1. Daniels 1-4, Ninkovic 0-1. Esnsr3-point
play
off
a
baseline
that
threw
the
Falcons
into
there were a couple of profane
kamp 0-2). Nebraska 1-4 (Batcher 1-2. Gardrive. A beautiful dish to
anti-Modell signs, and hawkers even more of funk, to build the
ner 0-2). Fouled Out -- None. Resounds Stacey on the break with 51
n Nebraska 39 (Gamer 7). BG 25 (Stacey 7)
sold $1 "Go To HeU ModeU" but- lead up to double digits.
seconds left got the Falcons
"It kind of brought our
Assists -■ BG 14 (Daniels 10), Nebraska 14
tons outside the stadium.

Com* see speaker:
Teresa Arnold
owner of Teresa M. Arnold & Associates
Subject: Sta/tino your own business
ALD"AlphaLamDdaDe*»,ALD
Anen&on Members:
Meeting Mon. @ 8pm in 112 BA
ll'l bo fun. short & sweet to join us
ALD caught studying campaign
ALD * Aloha Lambda Delta' ALD
HEYSTUDENTSI
Has AJpha Lambda Data
Caught YOU studying yet'
HEY.HEY,HEY I
The deadline lor the UAA Extern Experience
has been extended! Application* are now due
Dec. 10 by 5pm at the Met) Alumni Center.
Everybody Needi to Eatll
Please donate rtonperishable foods and/or
money to help support David's House. Drop-off
locationis will be in afl residence halls, GT Express, Chili's, and at the Oti-Campus Student
Center. For more into, cal 2-7164. Sponsored
byUAO.

What do you know aboul the Holocaust7
Join UAO for a l/ip to Ihe Holocaust Center
in Weil Bloomtield. Ml lor a hands on
experience January 26
There is a SS bursar able
charge lor transportation
The trip includes a tour ol the center
followed by a discussion.
For more inlo. cal 2-7164
Sponsored by UAO

10am • 8pm or Dec. 12 between 10am • 6pm.
Sponsored by UAO. Call 2- 7164 tor mote into.

Free Bowling
Wad. Dec. 4 7 9pm
Campus Bowling and Billiards Room
Turn In your score sheets lor the
opportunity to compete at Ihe
Regional Competition
More into at event
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 2-7164

Sharing the Experience..
Volunteers from David's House will speak
about their work with HIV and individuals Information about how to become Involved wifJ
also be available. Join the volunteers
Tuesday. December 3
7:30pm in Prout Lounge
For more into, cal 2-7164
sponsored by UAO

Friends of the Deaf
Tuesday. 9 00pm
Educ 363

Attention Special Ed Majors
Meeting Wed. Dec. 11 @ 6:30 (Ed 114)
Guest Speaker: George Grossman
Assil. Dk. of CAREER SERVICES
Bahal Faith. What Is H?
Study Group Mondays 9'15pm 109BA
For inlo Call 353-8175
or 24 into line 267 3230

See the faces, hear Ihe stones...
ol those 'living with HIV
Join us in Mac Countrys.de Room on
December 4 at 7:30pm and
team (acts about living with HIV
Canned food donations wiD be accepted.
Sponsored bu UAO, for more Into
Call 2-7164

Show your Support ofr World AIDS Day
Pick up your red nbbon Wed. Dec. 4
In all dorms. World AIDS Day activities and the
UAO office.
sponsored by UAO
For more inlo call 2-7164
UAO Trip to Columbus UAO
Sat. Jan. 18, 1097. We wiH be leaving BG at
8 30 am and returning appro* 7:30 pm. The
cost is $10 00 and is bursarable. You can sign
up in the UAO office now through Jan. 15.
Upon signing up you will receive an into sheet
on what to do in Columbus! For more information call 2-7164.

Join the la/geal student programming board on
campus. UAO is currently accepting applications tor Homecoming Director. Get involved,
gain leadership experience and meet new
friends I
Pick up an application at 330 Union.
Applications are due Thurs. Dec 5 by 5pm
Sign up tor an interview when turning in application
Interviews will be held Fn.. Dec 6
For more into can 2-2343
Just in time for the holidays1
Visit the Craft Fair. Lentvrt Ballroom tor those
unique gifts. Stop by: Dec. 10 & 11 between

(Lue 3. Garner 3) Total touls - BG 23, Nebraska 18 A - 8,323.
BOWLING GREEN (4-1)
Esterkamp 2-5 2-2 6. Stacey 2-8 2-4 8.
Ninkovic 11-16 0-0 22. Moore 8-150-1 18.
Darnels 10-18 6-6 27, Rouwhorst 0-10-0 0.
Chambers0-000 0, Murray 0-0 1-2 i. Reid
1-12 4U 5. Cowan 1-3M2. Totals 3S-78
14-1Bt7.
COLGATE (0-3)
BoH«i6-6 12 13, Murray 2-3 0-0 4. Foyle
13 18 5-9 31. Scott 1-4 1-2 4. Schaerlef 5-13
0-0 12. Felts 0-1 2-3 3. Gordon <M> 0-0 0.
Diamond 0-0 0-0 0, Lynch 1-20-02. Wiswall
13 2-2 4. WandOte 1-1 1-2 3. Totals 30-51
12-2075.
Halfome - BG 45. Colgale 34. 3-point
goats -• BG 3-13 (Moore 2-e. Daniels 1-1,
Stacey 0-1. Eslerkamp 0-2, Reid 0-3), Colgala 3-11 (Scheerler 2-0, Scon 1-2). Fouled
Out - None. Rebounds - BG 37 (Stacey 10),
Colgate 38 (Foyle 17). Assists - BG 20
(Moore 7). Colgale 17 (Foyle 7). Total touts BG 17.Colgate 14. A--NA

m

New Course tor Spring 97 ^Emerging Technologies & Cultureto register, sign up Tor ENG
480(10865). POPC 4606(30020). TCOM
469(25816) More info.: alan@bgnetbgsu.edu
Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidential and caring.
354*1673 BG Pregnancy centor.

PERSONALS

LOST & FOUND

#1A Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break Specials!
7 nights air & hotel from $399* Prices increasesoon ■ Save S50I Save $150 on food, drinks, *
free partiesl 111% lowest price guarantee'
sphngbreatortsvelxom 1 •800-678-6386

FOUND: TI-82 Calculator
found in Otscamp Hall.
Call Shannon at 353-1823

#iA Spring Break Panama Cityl Boardwalk
Beach Resortl Best Hotel. Location. Price' 7
nights (1291 Daylona - Best location (1301 Cocoa Beech Hilton $i691 springbreak.travel.com
1-800-67^6386

SERVICES OFFERED
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS
READY IN 48 HOURS'
HIGH QUALITY A
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
353-2252

• 1A Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruiael 6
days $279! includes all meals. Free parlies
Taxes) Great Beaches A Nightlife! Prices Increase soon - Save S50I spfingbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
"•Dance Marathon*"
Are you a dancer?
Are you a moraler?
Come meet your team at the
Dancer/Morale r Social I
Monday, Dec. 9
7:30 pm
1007 BA

Coming soon to a
building near you:

Barrels & Bins
The newsletter of
the BGSU Recycling
Program!
Check it out today
where you find The
BG News.
Or call us at
372-8909

Dec. 11 th Only!

20% off all
J

IV*'

clothing

Ihe tittle Shop
Student Union

Hours: 8:30 - 5:30 M-Th; 8:30-4:45 F

The
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Qrante ft
•chotarshlpe available from sponsor*!!! No
prepeymenta, svstt!! SStCaeh- tor oottegeStl For into: 1-600-243-243*..

KKO•KKG■KKG•KKG•KKG•KK G
Congratulations to our Greduetlng Seniors!
We war rntss you I
Michelle Berth
Julie CanAngle Crum
JIUDoepker
Kim Waller*
Jeaelca Shankla
Tracy Weinberger

BGSU Mom - DM - Grandma - Grandpa
T-if.ru snd Sweatshirts
Starting at »10 95 and up
Collegiate Connection
S31 ftdgs 35? 8333

WANTED
t Need 3 gtaduaoon tickets Wiling to pay Ca«
Rebecca at 354-4509.

Do you have Great MCAT Scores (30*)?
Do you have a peraonahiy ?
The Princeton Review seeka tnatfucxxs
Pan-tune lor course* in BG anoVor
Toledo CaJ. 800-2-REVltW
for further information

1 roommate tor Spring 97
Close to campus.
Cat 354-1223, ask tor Ray.

Lambda Chi Alpha IFC
Congratulaooni M*e Placco
on your recenl election as
IFC. Vic* President of Rush!
Lambda Chi Alpha tFC

Childcare in my home
Newborn to 18 mos
Afternoons and Evenings 353-5266

Opel's Thrift
New/Used Mattress Sets, Furniture. Clothing,
Appliances. TV's, Buy, Sen. Trade, Donate
(419) 691-2455 or 1 800 665 54 79

Female Subieaser Needed Spring 97
Own Bedroom. 1 block from campus
Please call anytime. 354 8130

30 SHOPPING DAYS LEFT!! NOW IS THE
TIME TO GUARANTEE THE LOWEST
RATES AND BEST HOTELS FOR SPRING
BREAK LEISURE TOURS HAS PACKAGES
TO SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN. JAMAICA
AND FLORIDA. 600-838-6203.

Spring Break '97 The Reliable Spring Break
Company. Hottest Destinations! Coolest
Vacations! Guaranteed Lowest Prices* Organize Group Travel Free! From 199 Party
In...Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Psdre,
Florida, Jamaica. Inclueice Plan From Only
139 Free Into:
l -800-426- 771 0
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM

Female subieaser needed lor Spnng semester.
Pay $200/mo. plus lights onlyl Have own
bdrm. Call Kim at 352-2241 now for doaslll

Babysitter Needed
Tues/Thurs 8am • 12.00
Call Kathy 354-2954

Congratulations Amy Schuller on bang
elected Treasurer on Panheilenic Council.
We're proud ol you'I

KKO•KKO■KKO•KKO•KKO■KKO

ENJOY A SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT AND FUNIII
'A Summer in Meiico Program'
4 weeks In Guadalaiara and 2 in Mtiico City
6hrs aadlt m two courses on
Mexican ailture
There « no subsitute lor positive experience
men ID travel thruugh cultural raaJiDaa ol An
dam and Modem Mexico. For more intormafoncall Protoaaor Andrade 372-7119.
Female Non Smoking Subieaser Needed tor
Spring Semester 97.Will have own
room.AC.and free heat for reasonable
rent.bedroom sat nag. Please eel 353-3922
ask tor Christine.
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCEMENTS
READY M 48 HOURSI
HIGH QUALITY ft
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY 15
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

STUDENTS: EXAM ALERTII
Did you know that your final exam must be given on the data and time it appears on the eiam
schedule? The class can't VOTE to change it:
the instructor may not move it without the approval ol the VPAA. Questions? Csll your col ■
toga dean's ottos. In Aa S. its 2-2340

353-2252

Tan tor Formats
Campus Tanning

Free Bowling
Wad. Dec 4.79pm
Campus Bowling and Biliards Room
Turn In your score sheets tor the
opportunity to compete at the
Regional Companion
Mora into at event
sponsored by UAO
Questions? Call 2-7184

BGSU Hablat for Humanity Campua
Campus Chapter Tool Drive
Please support us by donating any usable loots
looking to build e new home. Collection dales
are December 11-13 and January 13-17. Drop
ofl points are the Technology Systems Office in
the Technology Bulking and the Union Foyer.

Helpl Subieaser needed lor Spring 97. Duplex
on S. Main Own Bedroom. Convenient parking. $?5G7mo * unl Call Malt or Jake
353-3250.
HHA ■ CNA needed immediately In Bowling
Green area. CompelDve wages - rrnlegee
reinbursemenl. Please call if interested
1 800 506 8773

352 7889
Thursday night, 10 pm at
Brewstsr's Pour House
come see Firstlight

NEED GRAD TICKETS FOR DEC.
WILL PAY »t
PLEASE CALL 372-8328

FREE CRAZY BREAD
at Li roe Caesars
with purchase of 1 large pizza
at regular price
Call today - 354 6500
Wa hex FREE delivery
Limit of one order

Roommate wanted, own
160/mo .util 354-7204

WOOL SWEATE RS ft GLOVES
Naw Shipment just arrived
swsalers $35 00. gloves $5 00
Collegiate Conneckon A J.T.'s Cam/out
531 Ridge Street
'CAN'T AF FORD A CAR ALARM? Home security system? With car theft on the nse you need
to be protected Security alarm tickers tor
home and auto give appearance of ultimate
protection and security Copyrighted designs
took authentic. 1 sticker $7. 2 tor $12 Specify
home or auto Mad to: Betsy A. Urquhart, PO
Box 60, Depl. BGS, Southington. CT 06489

Just m cms tor the holiday si
Visit Via Craft Far. Lenhart Ballroom tor those
unique gifts. Stop by; Dec. 10 & it between
10am • 8pm or Dec 12 between 10am - 6pm.
Sponsored by UAO. Cat 2-7164 lor more nto.

21.

Subieaser needed tor Spring
Own Rm, Free Laundry
353-7321

352-7889

NTRAMURAL ENTRCS DUE. GET READY
FOR SPRNG ENTRIES WILL BE DUE THE
SECOND WEEK OF CLASSES IN JANUARY
WOMEN'S A CO-REC BASKETBALL - JAN.
21; MEN'S BASKETBALL - JAN. 22; M 1 W
TEAM HANDBALL - JAN 23: WOMEN'S
BOWLWG - JAN. 29. PICK UP ENTRY
FORMS W 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE BEGINNING TUESDAY. DECEMBER 10.

over

Subieaser needed lor Easl Merry Apt. Rent is
negotiable for Spring Semester. Call Rebecca
354-4508

HELP WANTED
•1 Awesome Trlpel Hundred* of Sludente
Are Earning Free Spring Break Tripe 4
Moneyl Sell 8 Tripe A Go Free! Bahamas
Cruiss $279. Cancun A Jamaica $399, Panama
Clly/Dsylons
$119!
www.aprlngbreahtravel.com
1 -800-8784 388

Turn a roll of film into
a year of memories.

1985 Mazda 626 (1000 OBO High miles but
runs GREATII Also. Sony 100 CD changer
t350O6O Call Tim @354S071

Houses ft Duplexes for -97-*98 School year
1 to 3 person homes aval. - 12 mo lease only
starting in May: Steve Smith 352-8917
(no call after 6pm)

Pagers - USA Moble pagers sold
al BEE GEE Rental 8 Sales. 125
W Poe Rd - Pre-programmed,
Local number. Large Service area.
PH 352-4646

FOR RENT

BB
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 * /month
working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour Companies. World travel. Seasonal A full time employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information eel 1 -206-971 -3550 en
C55448

2 one bdrm apis. Both 3 blocks from campus
12 mo. leases. Security deposit required. Utilities not included- 287-4926 days or 287-4151
evenings. Leasing now tor May.
" 1 bedroom apartment **
FREE HEAT
Call 354 2258
"Available Immediately"
Furn Apt.. New carpet and wall paneling, private parking, quiet location, single bedroom,
great student or grad. student or couples
1365 00 per month Call 354-1150

DiBenedetto's Restaurant
Spring & Summer, Delivery ft Prep, position
Apply 2-5. M-F 1432E. Wooster

•Wanted rmtes. to fill houses and apis * Very
Close To Campus
Call 353-0325

Earn $ft$ • while building your resume AZG
Research has immediate need (or Market
Research Interviewers - Slop in of call for info
13330 Bishop y call 352-8115 e»t. 101

1 bdrm apt. for subieaser ASAP. Full kitchen,
fully furnished, FREE CABLE Inc Only
$22S/month. CAJI Burky 352-4121.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 624.
Otarhe.KS 66051

1 femato subieaser needed for Spring Semester. $ 160/mo plus util. 3 bdrms., 2 full baths.
furnished, close to campus. Call 353-4174, ask
for Tracy. Terra or Heather.

Emaco Cleaning hiring 2 pt time positions
Dec. 20th • Jan. 11 th. may work into full Ime. if
interested call 419-833-4567 anytime, leave
message, will return call ASAP.

1 or 2 rm needed Spring sem. or longer own
room, big house 2 blocks from campus.
S200/mo plus u til. Beat Jan. rush. Stan moving
In before Xmasl Please call 353-2420.

National Market Research Firm. Now Hiring
Computer Aided Telephone Interviewers. Stop
by AZG Research 13330 Bishop or call
3S2-8ll5ext. 101.
PART-TIME
Less than 1 block from campus
$6 00 per hour to start
Flexible Hours
INTERVIEWING
Week of December g, 1996
Mon-Wed-Fn i 00 5 00 PM
346 N Enterprise
(Use Ridge St. entrance
Interviewing On Campus
2nd fir lounge Student Serv. BkJg
Tues*Thufi:0O-4D0PM
For additional info, please call:
Molten (North America) Corp.
Bowling Green (419) 354-8802
Ftndlav 1419.425-2700. EO.E.

2 bdrm Apt. on 6th St. avail, now. $450 * alec.
Up to 4 people. Cal Tom O 352-2241 ASAP
tor details.
2 bdrm house Occupancy immed 354-8800
2 bdrm.. turn. apt. -W5<Vmo Available Dec 15
thru May 1997. Free heat, water, sewer and
gas Call 354 0914

EXTRA NICE OFF ICE CAMPUS HOUSE
Have own room, share huge Irving space. A
laundry & lots of extras. Avail. Jan. $285/mo ♦
dep + util Call (419) 365-5620.

THE TOP SUMMER POSITIONS ARE
FILLING NOW. Our company will be Iwmg
BGSU students who are looking to build an extensive resume, earn an internship and gam
valuable experience in Marketing. Management, Sales and General Buelneaa Earn
(8,000-19.000 next summer working in Vie
areas of Syfvanla, Perryaburg, Toledo or
Maumee. Positions writ be filling quickly. For
more information about these opportunities cal
QTPal1-800-3S6-5987.

Female Roommate wanted
ASAP. Off-campus, own room

Call 352-3575
Female Roommate Needed
SlSS/mo.uDl .ownbodrm
Call 353 032?
Female subieaser needed for a very unique bilevel apt. Own large bedroom. Rent $l78/mo.
Call ASAP 352-3538
Female subleaser(s) needed for Spring "97
Own bedroom/bath. $l83/mo.

Call 353-9077

Spring Break 97
Panama City Beach

$29

Bahamas Party
Cruise
$279

Spring Break Party Package
Package includes:

6 Days-All Meals-Free PartJeT
■Includes Taxes

calendars and other
great gift ideas, visit

^^^ when you can look at

It's one sure way to make ^L

our Web site at http://

them every day on a calendar?

this a very memorable year.

www.kinkos.com or call

Just bring us your color prints or

To learn more about color

1-800-2-KINKOS.

One bedroom furnished or unfurnished apt.
East Evorst375/mo 419 669-3036
One bedroom sublease needed for Spring
Semester. 114 S. Main Apt to above Wizard
Graphics Call 354-4243.
REALCHEAP
2 people ft Sl35/mo . util
Free cable 353 6282
Renting now Houses, Apis, ft Rooms
for 97/98 school year stop by office
316 E Merry #3 or call 353-0325
for listing.
Room available in House for Spring 1997
Close to campus. Low rent.
Ask tor Diane or Christina 353-0130
Roommate needed 29 R
Aptownroom
S2S0.util7mo.call
Brooke @ 354 3160
Spring 97—
2-4 Subleasers needed for furnished, dean
apartment Pets allowed m complex. Pay only
electnc Call Kristin or Melaoio @352-3740
SUBLEASE ONE BEDROOM APT for
SPRING AT WINTHROP TERRACE. WITH
OPTIONAL FURNITURE CALL 354-6702

Sublease/Share House
Call Carrie 352-0819.
Subieaser needed tor Spring 9? Spacious apt
$155/mo. * util Roommates are fun A easy to
get along with. Call Jennifer @ 354-8271
Subieaser needed now DI Aug. for 2 bdr. apt
1st MONTH RENT FREE, OWN BEDROOM,
OWN BATHROOM, CHEAP UTIL.,
ACt207.50ATO. Call Barry or leave message:
353<)4a3.
Subieaser needed for Spring Sem. Across the
street from campusl *22S/mo Call 3547232
Leave message. 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm duplex
SUBLEASER NEEDED - DEC/JAN - AUG
1997
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT: FURNISHED
CALLSTACI353-2135
Subieaser needed starting anytime after Dec.
21. Spacious. 1 bedroom, 1 mile from campus,
free campus shuttle, heat gas and water Ineluded ArC. swimming pool, on sue laundry
lac . off-street parking. Cal Jeff 373-6004.
leave message.
Subieaser Needed Spring 97
Efficiency .dose to campua
*33S/mo. call 354-1437
Subieaser needed for Spring 97 or sooner.
Male or female. Own room. 2 full bath in house
S205 ♦ util.. no security deposit Call Tamyka
35? 8D89

FREE passes to Spinnaker and

Jamaica

$419

Florida

$119

•Wild contests 8 free entertainment
BOARDWALK
BEACH RESORT
1-800-224-4853
'package price based en per person quint
occup. 7 night minimum slay. $200 security
depose! al check in time You're ami
reading? Get on the phonei

7 Nights-Panama City, Daytona

ft Cocoa Beach
Spring Break Travel-Out 10th Year!

Total
Sports
Source

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH
353-3411

Tio%
I

•Intramural Teams*
•Clubs*

$5 off deluxe 12-month calendar with 12 photos

One bedroom apt. for sublease. Aval. Spring.
sem. No Dep. Last mo. free $320/mo * gas ft
eloc Call Chris Bg 354-7004.

•Next to super clubs

•Greek Organizations*

Bring ffiis coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive $5 off a deluxe 81/2" x 11" full-color
12-month calendar with 12 photos.

NEEDEOASAP
1 Male roommate, own room. 167 SOrmo *
util.. security deposit negotiable. Call Erica
®354-5601

Club Lavela

1-800-678-6386
negatives and we'll create

Need 1 female subieaser for Spnng 97 Sem.
Pay SiOO/rno. • alec. Free cable, vary dose
to campus Call Cheryl al 353-3700

beaches largest resort

7 Nights -Air, Hotel-Savo $150
on Food 4 Drinks

a personalized calendar.

MALE SUBLFASER NEEDED FOR SPRING
1907
FURN.. AIR COND.. BALCONY DECK, HAVE
YOUR OWN ROOM. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
»27SrMO INCLUDES UTIL CALL TROY
354-4125

•Gulf (ronl accommodations al Ihs

$399

7 Niglits-Air.Holel-Save $150
on Food & Drinks

Why leave your favor-

Male sublessors needed lor Spring 97. Across
from campus, dishwasher, free cable, furnished. 1168/month. call Chris or Pal at
3S4-1348.

Call 666-4651

Cal 1-800-IT-PAYS-TO.

in- photos in a drawer

352-2674

Avail Dec 15th 3 bdrm Apt.
Close to Univ. - Good Cond.

II Pays To Discover! Use Your
Discover Card And Save Up To $25!
To Apply For A Card,

|

Male or Female Subieaser needed
$250/mo. * util A deposit

1 Subieaser needed tor Spnng 97 own bedroom, new apt. new appliances, and parking.
$230/mo • ut.l Call Josh or Jeremy at
352-6633

SPRING
BREAK

^^^

Large one bedroom Apt.
Downtown, $36S/mo.
Avail, immed. Call 353 6062

Male subieaser Wanted
3 bdrm. house, St 70/mo.
Contact Brent Q 354-0317

DISCOVER CARD

rsmr'i m s*w M wear yon ran
4o with »Nfurn at XWto'i.

Grad. Student Only • 2 bedroom upper duplex
$480 a monUi • sec deposit • unl 353 7257.
leavo mossace

1966 CJ5 Jeep, greal condition.
many new pans. $2600
Call for details 353 5266

For sale : University Approved lot! Bed 850
OBO Call3548051

Childcare needed In my Perryaburg Ft.
Melga home starting 1/97. 24-30
houranveek (weekdays only) for 3 young
children. Caring, dependable non-amoker.
Must have own car. Eicellant pay Reference required. 419-874-3641, leave mea-

Cancun

3527576

GREAT SUBLEASE
*325 Dec. $425 thru August. Newly remodeled
upper m duplex 3 Ig rooms, nice new carpet.
up to-code I In BG> Wheel Smallish kitchen.
Huge bath room, daw tub. Low utxs. Quiet
Steel Beautiful. Perfect for grad or mature
undergrad 354 1633

1992 Honda Accord E X. Black. 2door
cellular phone. 5 spd. $11,000. Older
adult owned Cal 419882-5939 Sylvania

Call 353^ 5266

Spring Subieaser needed
Smoker or non-smoker
Male or Female
2 blocks from Founders
Call 353-3086

We have tanning gift certificates
for On in as'I
Campua Tanning
Unarmed pkg - S30

HAPPY HOLDAYSI
T.O.'s Campus Corner
customized sportswear

room,

Female subieaser needed lor Spnng semester.
Very dose to campus, own room, furnished.
tree cable. ti7S/mo, neg. Cal Paula @

1990 Mazda Protege IX 8600 080 New
transmission, extended warranty on most
parts. Call 352-4199.

Dependable person looking torgood job. Afternoon A evenings.

Roommate needed immediately.
Own room, free heat, HBO A Cinemax
Tired of winter* In Northwest Ohio?
Why not try California. Hawaii, or Florida nest
year? Attend one of over 120 outages al instale toes' NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAM Credits transtorl Great experience'
More details:
Friday, Dae. 13th. at 1 30pm
State Room. 3rd Fl. Union
Cal Co-op Program, 2-2451 torlntormahon!

Wanted Part Time Bookeeper/Accl for local
used auto dealer. Flei hours. Inquire wr
Gwon or Tom @ AutoviHe 354 0093

1985 Plymouth Horizon
SSOOobo Needs repairs
353-8819

Female subieaser for Spring "97. $200/mo
Very dose to campus. Own room Parking. Ayda at 353-1253.
Furnished low rent apartnent. Second semesm Non smoking.lemelecal419-882 546S

Female Subieaser needed Spnng 97 or
sooner Ovrn Room $230 ♦ uOI./mo. no secuntydep Cal Lahna 353-2713.

FOR SALE

1007 AMERICORPS POSITIONS: Three lull
lime and one pa/t-Dme positions with the Children's Resource Center in Extended Day
Treatment. Residential Unit, and the Young
Moms and Dads program. Stipend ol $7,945.
education award ol $4,725. health insurance.
and cnild care with cerified providers tor one
year ol service starting 1/07. Must be inierested in interacting with and coordinating pro
gramslorchildrervadolescents.be 18 years ol
age or older, a U.S. oizan or legal res-dent.
have a HS diploma or equivalent. Application
deadline December 13. For position descriptions and mtarmaoon on applying, contact Lisa.
Children's Resource Center. 352-7588.

KKO•KKO•KKO•KKO•KKO■KKO
CHECK US OOTM
SftJCClLECTIBLES
13213 Main St.
Waiton. OH «3569
Phone: 868-3172
Something tor everyone
"old. new items
•colectbletol any kinds
Wa BUY. SELL, TRADE

A LEAD GUITAR A FIDDLE player are needed
10 form a highly trained country/bluegrass
band. Please contact Glenn 0 372 5955 to set
upanaudiaon.

Wanted Individual w/basic computer skiHs
Hrs. 11:30pm- 6am. Drug testing a requirement Call4l9832l64l b/w l-3pm

Drivers wanted: Mature, responsible people to
drive cars lor local car dealership. Inquire with
Gwen or Tom @ AutoviHe 354-0093.

$ 1750 weekly oossKbie
mailing our circulars.
For into, can 301-369-2047

KKO'KKO * KKO * KKO * KKO'KKO
Breweter-e Monday Night Football
7* cant night

Monday, December 9, 1996

News

Jackets "Sweatshirts
Personalized Holiday Gifts

OFF!

Any Item w/
this coupon

Bar & Gtilt
32 oz.
MON:

TUES:

115 Railroad Street
354-3977

kmko's
The new way to office:

OPfrV 7 DAYS A WEEK
More than 150 lecat.e«« worldwide Fir tht location ntirest you call 1-800-2-KINKOS.
•tma+tt.l*Li*'V*m*»*.n**iHim*mm*»l; ■i,^it-»>>lCn.WWa-8.l.|li»i.l

BAVARIAN
BWetWINO
COMPANY, LTD

1500 Holland Rd
Maumee, OH
897-SUDS
Openatll

Microbrewery • Sports Bar
Restaurant
• 3 Big Screen TV's •

• Pool, Dan Games •
• Gift Shop •
• Gift Certificates •

Pool Tournament
Sign up at 7:00;
Ploy al 8:00
Cash (VIMS for 1 st & 2nd
Groaf Happy Hours
Karaok*
Sign up at 8:00;
Sing of 9:00
Prizes Awarded

THUR:

FRI:

ladies Night
Happy Hour Prices
AIL Nigh) (or Ladies
II Blow Job Shots
AUNight
Great Happy Hours

SAT:

Open at 11:30 am

SUN:

Saga Tournament
Sign up at 7 00,
Play at 8:00 Prizes

reproduce copyriahtsd materials- Offer n limited to one coupon per person. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase and it not valid with other offers.

"Take a little bit of NW
Ohio home with you"

$1.75

WED:

Lamination not included. Qtar puntx cover snd vinyl back cover available-. Kinko's requires written prrmiwon from the copynaht holder in order to
Offer valid at Kinko's Bowling Green Location only. Coupon void where prohibited by law Ho cash value. Offer expires 12/31/96.

JARS

HAPPY HOUR
EVERYDAY
4PM- 9 PM
300 E. WOOSTEB
354-4?80

